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A Road Map for

Natural
Capitalism

Business strategies built around
the radically more productive use
of natural resources can solve
many environmental
problems at a profit.
by A mory B. Lov i n s ,
L . H u n t e r Lov i n s ,
a n d Pau l H aw k e n

O

n september 16, 1991, a small group of scientists was
sealed inside Biosphere II, a glittering 3.2-acre glass and
metal dome in Oracle, Arizona. Two years later, when the
radical attempt to replicate the earth’s main ecosystems in miniature ended, the engineered environment was dying. The gaunt researchers had survived only because fresh air had been pumped in.
Despite $200 million worth of elaborate equipment, Biosphere II
had failed to generate breathable air, drinkable water, and adequate food for just eight people. Yet Biosphere I, the planet we all
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inhabit, effortlessly performs those tasks every day
for 6 billion of us.
Disturbingly, Biosphere I is now itself at risk. The
earth’s ability to sustain life, and therefore economic activity, is threatened by the way we extract,
process, transport, and dispose of a vast flow of resources – some 220 billion tons a year, or more than
20 times the average American’s body weight every
day. With dangerously narrow focus, our industries

of those services doesn’t appear on the business
balance sheet. But that’s a staggering omission. The
economy, after all, is embedded in the environment.
Recent calculations published in the journal Nature conservatively estimate the value of all the
earth’s ecosystem services to be at least $33 trillion
a year. That’s close to the gross world product, and
it implies a capitalized book value on the order of
half a quadrillion dollars. What’s more, for most
of these services, there is no known substitute at any price, and we can’t live withSome very simple changes to the way we run our
out them.
article puts forward a new approach
businesses can yield startling benefits for today’s notThis
only for protecting the biosphere but
shareholders and for future generations.
also for improving profits and competitiveness. Some very simple changes to the way
we run our businesses, built on advanced
look only at the exploitable resources of the earth’s
techniques for making resources more productive,
ecosystems – its oceans, forests, and plains – and not
can yield startling benefits both for today’s shareat the larger services that those systems provide for
holders and for future generations.
free. Resources and ecosystem services both come
This approach is called natural capitalism befrom the earth – even from the same biological syscause it’s what capitalism might become if its
tems – but they’re two different things. Forests, for
largest category of capital – the “natural capital” of
instance, not only produce the resource of wood
ecosystem services – were properly valued. The
fiber but also provide such ecosystem services as
journey to natural capitalism involves four major
water storage, habitat, and regulation of the atmoshifts in business practices, all vitally interlinked:
■ Dramatically increase the productivity of natural
sphere and climate. Yet companies that earn income
from harvesting the wood fiber resource often do so
resources. Reducing the wasteful and destructive
in ways that damage the forest’s ability to carry out
flow of resources from depletion to pollution represents a major business opportunity. Through funits other vital tasks.
damental changes in both production design and
Unfortunately, the cost of destroying ecosystem
technology, farsighted companies are developing
services becomes apparent only when the services
ways to make natural resources – energy, minerals,
start to break down. In China’s Yangtze basin in
water, forests – stretch 5, 10, even 100 times further
1998, for example, deforestation triggered flooding
than they do today. These major resource savings
that killed 3,700 people, dislocated 223 million,
often yield higher profits than small resource savand inundated 60 million acres of cropland. That
ings do – or even saving no resources at all would –
$30 billion disaster forced a logging moratorium
and not only pay for themselves over time but in
and a $12 billion crash program of reforestation.
many cases reduce initial capital investments.
The reason companies (and governments) are so
■ Shift to biologically inspired production models.
prodigal with ecosystem services is that the value
Natural capitalism seeks not merely to reduce
waste but to eliminate the very concept of waste. In
A MacArthur Fellow, Amory B. Lovins is the research
director and CFO of Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI).
closed-loop production systems, modeled on nature’s designs, every output either is returned harmL. Hunter Lovins is the CEO of RMI, the nonprofit relessly to the ecosystem as a nutrient, like compost,
source policy center they cofounded in 1982 in Snowmass,
or becomes an input for manufacturing another
Colorado (http://www.rmi.org).
product. Such systems can often be designed to
Paul Hawken is the founder of the Smith & Hawken retail
eliminate the use of toxic materials, which can
and catalog company, cofounder of the knowledgehamper nature’s ability to reprocess materials.
management software company Datafusion, and author
■ Move to a solutions-based business model. The
of Growing a Business (Simon & Schuster, 1983) and The
business model of traditional manufacturing rests
Ecology of Commerce (Harper Collins, 1993).
on the sale of goods. In the new model, value is instead delivered as a flow of services – providing illuHawken and the Lovinses consult for businesses worldmination, for example, rather than selling lightwide and have coauthored the forthcoming Natural Capitalism (Little Brown, September 1999).
bulbs. This model entails a new perception of value,
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Reducing the wasteful and destructive flow of resources represents a major business opportunity.
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a move from the acquisition of goods as a measure
of affluence to one where well-being is measured by
the continuous satisfaction of changing expectations for quality, utility, and performance. The new
relationship aligns the interests of providers and
customers in ways that reward them for implementing the first two innovations of natural capitalism –resource productivity and closed-loop manufacturing.
■ Reinvest in natural capital. Ultimately, business
must restore, sustain, and expand the planet’s ecosystems so that they can produce their vital services
and biological resources even more abundantly.
Pressures to do so are mounting as human needs expand, the costs engendered by deteriorating ecosystems rise, and the environmental awareness of consumers increases. Fortunately, these pressures all
create business value.
Natural capitalism is not motivated by a current
scarcity of natural resources. Indeed, although many
biological resources, like fish, are becoming scarce,
most mined resources, such as copper and oil, seem
ever more abundant. Indices of average commodity
prices are at 28-year lows, thanks partly to powerful
extractive technologies, which are often subsidized
and whose damage to natural capital remains unaccounted for. Yet even despite these artificially
low prices, using resources manyfold more productively can now be so profitable that pioneering
companies – large and small – have already embarked on the journey toward natural capitalism.1
Still the question arises – if large resource savings
are available and profitable, why haven’t they all
been captured already? The answer is simple: scores

of the important business opportunities they reveal. But first, let’s map the route toward natural
capitalism.

Dramatically Increase the Productivity
of Natural Resources

In the first stage of a company’s journey toward
natural capitalism, it strives to wring out the waste
of energy, water, materials, and other resources
throughout its production systems and other operations. There are two main ways companies can do
this at a profit. First, they can adopt a fresh approach to design that considers industrial systems
as a whole rather than part by part. Second, companies can replace old industrial technologies with
new ones, particularly with those based on natural
processes and materials.
Implementing Whole-System Design. Inventor
Edwin Land once remarked that “people who seem
to have had a new idea have often simply stopped
having an old idea.” This is particularly true when
designing for resource savings. The old idea is one
of diminishing returns – the greater the resource
saving, the higher the cost. But that old idea is giving way to the new idea that bigger savings can cost
less – that saving a large fraction of resources can
actually cost less than saving a small fraction of
resources. This is the concept of expanding returns,
and it governs much of the revolutionary thinking
behind whole-system design. Lean manufacturing
is an example of whole-system thinking that has
helped many companies dramatically reduce such
forms of waste as lead times, defect rates, and inventory. Applying whole-system thinking
to the productivity of natural resources
Saving a large fraction of resources can actually
can achieve even more.
Interface Corporation, a leadcost less than saving a small fraction of resources. ingConsider
maker of materials for commercial inThis is the concept of expanding returns.
teriors. In its new Shanghai carpet factory,
a liquid had to be circulated through a
standard pumping loop similar to those
of common practices in both the private and public
used in nearly all industries. A top European comsectors systematically reward companies for wastpany designed the system to use pumps requiring
ing natural resources and penalize them for boosting
a total of 95 horsepower. But before construction
resource productivity. For example, most compabegan, Interface’s engineer, Jan Schilham, realized
nies expense their consumption of raw materials
that two embarrassingly simple design changes
through the income statement but pass resourcewould cut that power requirement to only 7 horsesaving investment through the balance sheet. That
power – a 92% reduction. His redesigned system
distortion makes it more tax efficient to waste fuel
cost less to build, involved no new technology, and
than to invest in improving fuel efficiency. In
worked better in all respects.
short, even though the road seems clear, the comWhat two design changes achieved this 12-fold
pass that companies use to direct their journey is
saving in pumping power? First, Schilham chose
broken. Later we’ll look in more detail at some of
fatter-than-usual pipes, which create much less
the obstacles to resource productivity – and some
friction than thin pipes do and therefore need far
148
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less pumping energy. The original designer had chodirect energy savings is only one – if they switched
sen thin pipes because, according to the textbook
from ordinary motors to premium-efficiency motors
method, the extra cost of fatter ones wouldn’t be
or from ordinary lighting ballasts (the transformerjustified by the pumping energy that they would
like boxes that control fluorescent lamps) to elecsave. This standard design trade-off optimizes the
tronic ballasts that automatically dim the lamps to
pipes by themselves but “pessimizes” the larger
match available daylight. If everyone in America
system. Schilham optimized the whole system by
integrated these and other selected technologies
counting not only the higher capital cost of the
into all existing motor and lighting systems in an
fatter pipes but also the lower capital cost
of the smaller pumping equipment that
Interface’s engineer realized that two
would be needed. The pumps, motors,
motor controls, and electrical components
embarrassingly simple design changes would
could all be much smaller because there’d
cut power requirements by %.
be less friction to overcome. Capital cost
would fall far more for the smaller equipment than it would rise for the fatter pipe.
Choosing big pipes and small pumps – rather than
optimal way, the nation’s $220-billion-a-year elecsmall pipes and big pumps – would therefore make
tric bill would be cut in half. The after-tax return on
the whole system cost less to build, even before
investing in these changes would in most cases excounting its future energy savings.
ceed 100% per year.
Schilham’s second innovation was to reduce the
The profits from saving electricity could be infriction even more by making the pipes short and
creased even further if companies also incorporated
straight rather than long and crooked. He did this
the best off-the-shelf improvements into their
by laying out the pipes first, then positioning the
building structure and their office, heating, cooling,
various tanks, boilers, and other equipment that
and other equipment. Overall, such changes could
they connected. Designers normally locate the procut national electricity consumption by at least
duction equipment in arbitrary positions and then
75% and produce returns of around 100% a year on
have a pipe fitter connect everything. Awkward
the investments made. More important, because
placement forces the pipes to make numerous
workers would be more comfortable, better able to
bends that greatly increase friction. The pipe fitters
see, and less fatigued by noise, their productivity
don’t mind: they’re paid by the hour, they profit
and the quality of their output would rise. Eight refrom the extra pipes and fittings, and they don’t pay
cent case studies of people working in well-designed,
for the oversized pumps or inflated electric bills.
energy-efficient buildings measured labor producIn addition to reducing those four kinds of costs,
tivity gains of 6% to 16%. Since a typical office
Schilham’s short, straight pipes were easier to insupays about 100 times as much for people as it does
late, saving an extra 70 kilowatts of heat loss and refor energy, this increased productivity in people is
paying the insulation’s cost in three months.
worth about 6 to 16 times as much as eliminating
This small example has big implications for two
the entire energy bill.
reasons. First, pumping is the largest application of
Energy-saving, productivity-enhancing improvemotors, and motors use three-quarters of all indusments can often be achieved at even lower cost by
trial electricity. Second, the lessons are very widely
piggybacking them onto the periodic renovations
relevant. Interface’s pumping loop shows how simthat all buildings and factories need. A recent prople changes in design mentality can yield huge reposal for reallocating the normal 20-year renovasource savings and returns on investment. This isn’t
tion budget for a standard 200,000-square-foot
rocket science; often it’s just a rediscovery of good
glass-clad office tower near Chicago, Illinois, shows
Victorian engineering principles that have been lost
the potential of whole-system design. The proposal
because of specialization.
suggested replacing the aging glazing system with
Whole-system thinking can help managers find
a new kind of window that lets in nearly six times
small changes that lead to big savings that are
more daylight than the old sun-blocking glass
cheap, free, or even better than free (because they
units. The new windows would reduce the flow of
make the whole system cheaper to build). They can
heat and noise four times better than traditional
do this because often the right investment in one
windows do. So even though the glass costs slightly
part of the system can produce multiple benefits
more, the overall cost of the renovation would be
throughout the system. For example, companies
reduced because the windows would let in cool,
would gain 18 distinct economic benefits –of which
glare-free daylight that, when combined with more
harvard business review
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efficient lighting and office equipment, would reduce the need for air-conditioning by 75%. Installing a fourfold more efficient, but fourfold smaller,
air-conditioning system would cost $200,000 less
than giving the old system its normal 20-year renovation. The $200,000 saved would, in turn, pay for
the extra cost of the new windows and other improvements. This whole-system approach to renovation would not only save 75% of the building’s
total energy use, it would also greatly improve the

environmental damage avoided by not having to
cut them down in the first place.
The easiest savings come from not using paper
that’s unwanted or unneeded. In an experiment at
its Swiss headquarters, for example, Dow Europe
cut office paper flow by about 30% in six weeks
simply by discouraging unneeded information. For
instance, mailing lists were eliminated and senders
of memos got back receipts indicating whether
each recipient had wanted the information. Taking
those and other small steps, Dow was also
able to increase labor productivity by a
similar
proportion because people could
In an experiment at its Swiss headquarters,
focus on what they really needed to read.
Dow Europe cut office paper flow by about %
Similarly, Danish hearing-aid maker Oticon saved upwards of 30% of its paper as
in six weeks simply by discouraging
a by-product of redesigning its business
unneeded information.
processes to produce better decisions
faster. Setting the default on office printers and copiers to double-sided mode rebuilding’s comfort and marketability. Yet it would
duced AT&T’s paper costs by about 15%. Recently
cost essentially the same as the normal renovation.
developed copiers and printers can even strip off old
There are about 100,000 twenty-year-old glass oftoner and printer ink, permitting each sheet to be
fice towers in the United States that are ripe for
reused about ten times.
such improvement.
Further savings can come from using thinner but
Major gains in resource productivity require that
stronger and more opaque paper, and from designthe right steps be taken in the right order. Small
ing packaging more thoughtfully. In a 30-month
changes made at the downstream end of a process
effort at reducing such waste, Johnson & Johnson
often create far larger savings further upstream. In
saved 2,750 tons of packaging, 1,600 tons of paper,
almost any industry that uses a pumping system,
$2.8 million, and at least 330 acres of forest annually.
for example, saving one unit of liquid flow or fricThe downstream savings in paper use are multition in an exit pipe saves about ten units of fuel,
plied by the savings further upstream, as less need
cost, and pollution at the power station.
for paper products (or less need for fiber to make
Of course, the original reduction in flow itself
each product) translates into less raw paper, less
can bring direct benefits, which are often the reason
raw paper means less pulp, and less pulp requires
changes are made in the first place. In the 1980s,
fewer trees to be harvested from the forest. Recywhile California’s industry grew 30%, for example,
cling paper and substituting alternative fibers such
its water use was cut by 30%, largely to avoid inas wheat straw will save even more.
creased wastewater fees. But the resulting reducComparable savings can be achieved for the wood
tion in pumping energy (and the roughly tenfold
fiber used in structural products. Pacific Gas and
larger saving in power-plant fuel and pollution) deElectric, for example, sponsored an innovative delivered bonus savings that were at the time largely
sign developed by Davis Energy Group that used enunanticipated.
gineered wood products to reduce the amount of
To see how downstream cuts in resource consumpwood needed in a stud wall for a typical tract house
tion can create huge savings upstream, consider
by more than 70%. These walls were stronger,
how reducing the use of wood fiber disproportioncheaper, more stable, and insulated twice as well.
ately reduces the pressure to cut down forests. In
Using them enabled the designers to eliminate
round numbers, half of all harvested wood fiber is
heating and cooling equipment in a climate where
used for such structural products as lumber; the
temperatures range from freezing to 113°F. Elimiother half is used for paper and cardboard. In both
nating the equipment made the whole house much
cases, the biggest leverage comes from reducing the
less expensive both to build and to run while still
amount of the retail product used. If it takes, for exmaintaining high levels of comfort. Taken together,
ample, three pounds of harvested trees to produce
these and many other savings in the paper and conone pound of product, then saving one pound of
struction industries could make our use of wood
product will save three pounds of trees – plus all the
fiber so much more productive that, in principle,
150
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the entire world’s present wood fiber needs could
bining stored hydrogen with oxygen, producing
probably be met by an intensive tree farm about the
pure hot water as its only by-product. Interactions
size of Iowa.
between the small, clean, efficient power source
Adopting Innovative Technologies. Implementand the ultralight, low-drag auto body then further
ing whole-system design goes hand in hand with
reduce the weight, cost, and complexity of both.
introducing alternative, environmentally friendly
Fourth, much of the traditional hardware – from
technologies. Many of these are already available
transmissions and differentials to gauges and cerand profitable but not widely known. Some, like
tain parts of the suspension – can be replaced by
the “designer catalysts” that are transforming the
electronics controlled with highly integrated, cuschemical industry, are already runaway successes.
tomizable, and upgradable software.
Others are still making their way to market, deThese technologies make it feasible to manufaclayed by cultural rather than by economic or techture pollution-free, high-performance cars, sport
nical barriers.
utilities, pickup trucks, and vans that get 80 to 200
The automobile industry is particularly ripe for
miles per gallon (or its energy equivalent in other
technological change. After a century of developfuels). These improvements will not require any
ment, motorcar technology is showing signs of age.
compromise in quality or utility. Fuel savings will
Only 1% of the energy consumed by today’s cars is
not come from making the vehicles small, sluggish,
actually used to move the driver: only 15% to 20%
unsafe, or unaffordable, nor will they depend on
of the power generated by burning gasoline reaches
government fuel taxes, mandates, or subsidies.
the wheels (the rest is lost in the engine and driveRather, Hypercars will succeed for the same reason
train) and 95% of the resulting propulsion moves
that people buy compact discs instead of phonothe car, not the driver. The industry’s infrastructure
graph records: the CD is a superior product that
is hugely expensive and inefficient. Its convergent
redefines market expectations. From the manufacproducts compete for narrow niches in saturated
turers’ perspective, Hypercars will cut cycle times,
core markets at commoditylike prices. Auto makcapital needs, body part counts, and assembly effort
ing is capital intensive, and product cycles are long.
and space by as much as tenfold. Early adopters will
It is profitable in good years but subject to large
have a huge competitive advantage – which is why
losses in bad years. Like the typewriter industry
dozens of corporations, including most automakjust before the advent of personal computers, it is
ers, are now racing to bring Hypercar-like products
vulnerable to displacement by something comto market.2
In the long term, the Hypercar will transform inpletely different.
dustries other than automobiles. It will displace
Enter the Hypercar. Since 1993, when Rocky
about an eighth of the steel market directly and
Mountain Institute placed this automotive concept
most of the rest eventually, as carbon fiber becomes
in the public domain, several dozen current and pofar cheaper. Hypercars and their cousins could ultitential auto manufacturers have committed bilmately save as much oil as OPEC now sells. Indeed,
lions of dollars to its development and commercialization. The Hypercar integrates the best
existing technologies to reduce the consumption of fuel as much as 85% and the
We could use wood fiber so much more
amount of materials used up to 90% by
productively that, in principle, the entire world’s
introducing four main innovations.
First, making the vehicle out of adwood fiber needs could probably be met by an
vanced polymer composites, chiefly carintensive tree farm about the size of Iowa.
bon fiber, reduces its weight by two-thirds
while maintaining crashworthiness. Second, aerodynamic design and better tires
oil may well become uncompetitive as a fuel long
reduce air resistance by as much as 70% and rolling
before it becomes scarce and costly. Similar chalresistance by up to 80%. Together, these innovalenges face the coal and electricity industries betions save about two-thirds of the fuel. Third, 30%
cause the development of the Hypercar is likely to
to 50% of the remaining fuel is saved by using
accelerate greatly the commercialization of inexa “hybrid-electric” drive. In such a system, the
pensive hydrogen fuel cells. These fuel cells will
wheels are turned by electric motors whose power
help shift power production from centralized coalis made onboard by a small engine or turbine, or
fired and nuclear power stations to networks of deeven more efficiently by a fuel cell. The fuel cell
centralized, small-scale generators. In fact, fuelgenerates electricity directly by chemically comharvard business review
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cell-powered Hypercars could themselves be part of
these networks. They’d be, in effect, 20-kilowatt
power plants on wheels. Given that cars are left
parked – that is, unused – more than 95% of the
time, these Hypercars could be plugged into a grid
and could then sell back enough electricity to repay
as much as half the predicted cost of leasing them.
A national Hypercar fleet could ultimately have
five to ten times the generating capacity of the national electric grid.
As radical as it sounds, the Hypercar is not an isolated case. Similar ideas are emerging in such industries as chemicals, semiconductors, general manufacturing, transportation, water and waste-water
treatment, agriculture, forestry, energy, real estate,
and urban design. For example, the amount of carbon dioxide released for each microchip manufactured can be reduced almost 100-fold through improvements that are now profitable or soon will be.
Some of the most striking developments come
from emulating nature’s techniques. In her book,
Biomimicry, Janine Benyus points out that spiders
convert digested crickets and flies into silk that’s as
strong as Kevlar without the need for boiling sulfuric acid and high-temperature extruders. Using no
furnaces, abalone can convert seawater into an inner shell twice as tough as our best ceramics. Trees
turn sunlight, water, soil, and air into cellulose, a

a production process, the steps required to run that
process, and the amount of pollution generated and
by-products discarded at the end. These all represent avoidable costs and hence profits to be won.

Redesign Production According to
Biological Models

In the second stage on the journey to natural capitalism, companies use closed-loop manufacturing
to create new products and processes that can totally prevent waste. This plus more efficient production processes could cut companies’ long-term
materials requirements by more than 90% in most
sectors.
The central principle of closed-loop manufacturing, as architect Paul Bierman-Lytle of the engineering firm CH2M Hill puts it, is “waste equals
food.” Every output of manufacturing should be either composted into natural nutrients or remanufactured into technical nutrients – that is, it should
be returned to the ecosystem or recycled for further
production. Closed-loop production systems are
designed to eliminate any materials that incur disposal costs, especially toxic ones, because the alternative – isolating them to prevent harm to natural
systems –tends to be costly and risky. Indeed, meeting EPA and OSHA standards by eliminating harmful materials often makes a manufacturing process cost less than the hazardous
Only about % of all materials mobilized to
process it replaced. Motorola, for example, formerly used chlorofluorocarbons
serve America is actually made into products
for cleaning printed circuit boards after
and still in use six months after sale.
soldering. When CFCs were outlawed because they destroy stratospheric ozone,
Motorola at first explored such alternasugar stronger than nylon but one-fourth as dense.
tives as orange-peel terpenes. But it turned out to
They then bind it into wood, a natural composite
be even cheaper – and to produce a better product –
with a higher bending strength than concrete, aluto redesign the whole soldering process so that it
minum alloy, or steel. We may never become as
needed no cleaning operations or cleaning materiskillful as spiders, abalone, or trees, but smart deals at all.
signers are already realizing that nature’s environClosed-loop manufacturing is more than just a
mentally benign chemistry offers attractive altertheory. The U.S. remanufacturing industry in 1996
natives to industrial brute force.
reported revenues of $53 billion – more than conWhether through better design or through new
sumer-durables manufacturing (appliances; furnitechnologies, reducing waste represents a vast busiture; audio, video, farm, and garden equipment).
ness opportunity. The U.S. economy is not even
Xerox, whose bottom line has swelled by $700 mil10% as energy efficient as the laws of physics allow.
lion from remanufacturing, expects to save another
Just the energy thrown off as waste heat by U.S.
$1 billion just by remanufacturing its new, entirely
power stations equals the total energy use of Japan.
reusable or recyclable line of “green” photocopiers.
Materials efficiency is even worse: only about 1%
What’s more, policy makers in some countries are
of all the materials mobilized to serve America is acalready taking steps to encourage industry to think
tually made into products and still in use six months
along these lines. German law, for example, makes
after sale. In every sector, there are opportunities
many manufacturers responsible for their products
for reducing the amount of resources that go into
forever, and Japan is following suit.
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Combining closed-loop manufacturing with reincrease can be directly attributed to the company’s
source efficiency is especially powerful. DuPont,
60% reduction in landfill waste.
for example, gets much of its polyester industrial
Subsequently, president Charlie Eitel expanded
film back from customers after they use it and recythe definition of waste to include all fossil fuel incles it into new film. DuPont also makes its polyputs, and now many customers are eager to buy
ester film ever stronger and thinner so it uses less
products from the company’s recently opened solarmaterial and costs less to make. Yet
because the film performs better, customers are willing to pay more for it.
As DuPont chairman Jack Krol noted
in 1997, “Our ability to continually
improve the inherent properties [of
our films] enables this process [of developing more productive materials,
at lower cost, and higher profits] to go
on indefinitely.”
Interface is leading the way to this
next frontier of industrial ecology.
While its competitors are “down cycling” nylon-and-PVC-based carpet
into less valuable carpet backing,
Interface has invented a new floorcovering material called Solenium,
which can be completely remanufactured into identical new product. This
fundamental innovation emerged
from a clean-sheet redesign. Executives at Interface didn’t ask how they
could sell more carpet of the familiar
kind; they asked how they could create a dream product that would best
meet their customers’ needs while
protecting and nourishing natural
capital.
Solenium lasts four times longer
and uses 40% less material than ordinary carpets – an 86% reduction in
materials intensity. What’s more,
The central principle of closed-loop manufacturing is “waste equals
Solenium is free of chlorine and other
food.” Every output of manufacturing should either be composted
toxic materials, is virtually stainproof,
into natural nutrients and returned to the ecosystem or be remanudoesn’t grow mildew, can easily be
factured into new products.
cleaned with water, and offers aesthetic advantages over traditional carpets. It’s so superior in every respect that Interface
powered carpet factory. Interface’s green strategy
doesn’t market it as an environmental product – just
has not only won plaudits from environmentalists,
a better one.
it has also proved a remarkably successful business
Solenium is only one part of Interface’s drive to
strategy. Between 1993 and 1998, revenue has more
eliminate every form of waste. Chairman Ray C.
than doubled, profits have more than tripled, and
Anderson defines waste as “any measurable input
the number of employees has increased by 73%.
that does not produce customer value,” and he considers all inputs to be waste until shown otherwise.
Change the Business Model
Between 1994 and 1998, this zero-waste approach
In addition to its drive to eliminate waste, Interface
led to a systematic treasure hunt that helped to
has made a fundamental shift in its business model –
keep resource inputs constant while revenues rose
the third stage on the journey toward natural capitalby $200 million. Indeed, $67 million of the revenue
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ism. The company has realized that clients want to
walk on and look at carpets – but not necessarily
to own them. Traditionally, broadloom carpets in
office buildings are replaced every decade because
some portions look worn out. When that happens,
companies suffer the disruption of shutting down
their offices and removing their furniture. Billions
of pounds of carpets are removed each year and sent
to landfills, where they will last up to 20,000 years.
To escape this unproductive and wasteful cycle, Interface is transforming itself from a company that
sells and fits carpets into one that provides floorcovering services.
Under its Evergreen Lease, Interface no longer
sells carpets but rather leases a floor-covering service for a monthly fee, accepting responsibility for
keeping the carpet fresh and clean. Monthly inspections detect and replace worn carpet tiles. Since at
most 20% of an area typically shows at least 80%
of the wear, replacing only the worn parts reduces
the consumption of carpeting material by about
80%. It also minimizes the disruption that customers experience – worn tiles are seldom found
under furniture. Finally, for the customer, leasing
carpets can provide a tax advantage by turning a
capital expenditure into a tax-deductible expense.
The result: the customer gets cheaper and better

selling products. The more products sold, the better – at least for the company, if not always for the
customer or the earth. But any model that wastes
natural resources also wastes money. Ultimately,
that model will be unable to compete with a service
model that emphasizes solving problems and building long-term relationships with customers rather
than making and selling products. The shift to what
James Womack of the Lean Enterprise Institute
calls a “solutions economy” will almost always improve customer value and providers’ bottom lines
because it aligns both parties’ interests, offering rewards for doing more and better with less.
Interface is not alone. Elevator giant Schindler,
for example, prefers leasing vertical transportation
services to selling elevators because leasing lets it
capture the savings from its elevators’ lower energy
and maintenance costs. Dow Chemical and SafetyKleen prefer leasing dissolving services to selling
solvents because they can reuse the same solvent
scores of times, reducing costs. United Technologies’ Carrier division, the world’s largest manufacturer of air conditioners, is shifting its mission
from selling air conditioners to leasing comfort.
Making its air conditioners more durable and efficient may compromise future equipment sales, but
it provides what customers want and will pay for –
better comfort at lower cost. But Carrier
is going even further. It’s starting to team
up
with other companies to make buildElevator giant Schindler prefers leasing vertical
ings more efficient so that they need less
transportation services to selling elevators
air-conditioning, or even none at all, to
because leasing lets it capture the savings from its yield the same level of comfort. Carrier
will get paid to provide the agreed-upon
elevators’ lower energy and maintenance costs.
level of comfort, however that’s delivered.
Higher profits will come from providing
better solutions rather than from selling
services that cost the supplier far less to produce.
more equipment. Since comfort with little or no
Indeed, the energy saved from not producing a
air-conditioning (via better building design) works
whole new carpet is in itself enough to produce all
better and costs less than comfort with copious airthe carpeting that the new business model requires.
conditioning, Carrier is smart to capture this opporTaken together, the 5-fold savings in carpeting matunity itself before its competitors do. As they say
terial that Interface achieves through the Evergreen
at 3M: “We’d rather eat our own lunch, thank you.”
Lease and the 7-fold materials savings achieved
The shift to a service business model promises
through the use of Solenium deliver a stunning 35benefits not just to participating businesses but to
fold reduction in the flow of materials needed to
the entire economy as well. Womack points out
sustain a superior floor-covering service. Remanuthat by helping customers reduce their need for capfacturing, and even making carpet initially from reital goods such as carpets or elevators, and by renewable materials, can then reduce the extraction
warding suppliers for extending and maximizing
of virgin resources essentially to the company’s
asset values rather than for churning them, adopgoal of zero.
tion of the service model will reduce the volatility
Interface’s shift to a service-leasing business rein the turnover of capital goods that lies at the heart
flects a fundamental change from the basic model
of the business cycle. That would significantly reof most manufacturing companies, which still look
duce the overall volatility of the world’s economy.
on their businesses as machines for producing and
At present, the producers of capital goods face feast
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or famine because the buying decisions of households and corporations are extremely sensitive to
fluctuating income. But in a continuous-flow-ofservices economy, those swings would be greatly
reduced, bringing a welcome stability to businesses.
Excess capacity – another form of waste and source
of risk –need no longer be retained for meeting peak
demand. The result of adopting the new model
would be an economy in which we grow and get
richer by using less and become stronger by being
leaner and more stable.

Reinvest in Natural Capital
The foundation of textbook capitalism is the prudent reinvestment of earnings in productive capital. Natural capitalists who have dramatically
raised their resource productivity, closed their loops,
and shifted to a solutions-based business model
have one key task remaining. They must reinvest
in restoring, sustaining, and expanding the most
important form of capital – their own natural habitat and biological resource base.
This was not always so important. Until recently,
business could ignore damage to the ecosystem because it didn’t affect production and didn’t increase
costs. But that situation is changing. In 1998 alone,
violent weather displaced 300 million people and
caused upwards of $90 billion worth of damage, representing more weather-related destruction than
was reported through the entire decade of the 1980s.
The increase in damage is strongly linked to deforestation and climate change, factors that accelerate
the frequency and severity of natural disasters and
are the consequences of inefficient industrialization. If the flow of services from industrial systems
is to be sustained or increased in the future for a
growing population, the vital flow of services from
living systems will have to be maintained or increased as well. Without reinvestment in natural
capital, shortages of ecosystem services are likely
to become the limiting factor to prosperity in the
next century. When a manufacturer realizes that a
supplier of key components is overextended and
running behind on deliveries, it takes immediate
action lest its own production lines come to a halt.
The ecosystem is a supplier of key components for
the life of the planet, and it is now falling behind on
its orders.
Failure to protect and reinvest in natural capital
can also hit a company’s revenues indirectly. Many
companies are discovering that public perceptions
of environmental responsibility, or its lack thereof,
affect sales. MacMillan Bloedel, targeted by environmental activists as an emblematic clear-cutter
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and chlorine user, lost 5% of its sales almost overnight when dropped as a U.K. supplier by Scott Paper
and Kimberly-Clark. Numerous case studies show
that companies leading the way in implementing
changes that help protect the environment tend to
gain disproportionate advantage, while companies
perceived as irresponsible lose their franchise, their
legitimacy, and their shirts. Even businesses that
claim to be committed to the concept of sustainable
development but whose strategy is seen as mistaken,
like Monsanto, are encountering stiffening public
resistance to their products. Not surprisingly, University of Oregon business professor Michael Russo,
along with many other analysts, has found that a
strong environmental rating is “a consistent predictor of profitability.”
The pioneering corporations that have made reinvestments in natural capital are starting to see
some interesting paybacks. The independent power
producer AES, for example, has long pursued a policy
of planting trees to offset the carbon emissions of
its power plants. That ethical stance, once thought
quixotic, now looks like a smart investment because a dozen brokers are now starting to create
markets in carbon reduction. Similarly, certification by the Forest Stewardship Council of certain
sustainably grown and harvested products has
given Collins Pine the extra profit margins that enabled its U.S. manufacturing operations to survive
brutal competition. Taking an even longer view,
Swiss Re and other European reinsurers are seeking
to cut their storm-damage losses by pressing for international public policy to protect the climate and
by investing in climate-safe technologies that also
promise good profits. Yet most companies still do
not realize that a vibrant ecological web underpins
their survival and their business success. Enriching
natural capital is not just a public good –it is vital to
every company’s longevity.
It turns out that changing industrial processes so
that they actually replenish and magnify the stock
of natural capital can prove especially profitable because nature does the production; people need just
step back and let life flourish. Industries that directly
harvest living resources, such as forestry, farming,
and fishing, offer the most suggestive examples.
Here are three:
■ Allan Savory of the Center for Holistic Management in Albuquerque, New Mexico, has redesigned
cattle ranching to raise the carrying capacity of
rangelands, which have often been degraded not by
overgrazing but by undergrazing and grazing the
wrong way. Savory’s solution is to keep the cattle
moving from place to place, grazing intensively but
briefly at each site, so that they mimic the dense
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but constantly moving herds of native grazing animals that coevolved with grasslands. Thousands
of ranchers are estimated to be applying this approach, improving both their range and their profits.
This “management-intensive rotational grazing”
method, long standard in New Zealand, yields such
clearly superior returns that over 15% of Wisconsin’s
dairy farms have adopted it in the past few years.
■ The California Rice Industry Association has discovered that letting nature’s diversity flourish can
be more profitable than forcing it to produce a single product. By flooding 150,000 to 200,000 acres of
Sacramento valley rice fields – about 30% of California’s rice-growing area – after harvest, farmers
are able to create seasonal wetlands that support
millions of wildfowl, replenish groundwater, improve fertility, and yield other valuable benefits. In
addition, the farmers bale and sell the rice straw,
whose high silica content – formerly an air-pollution hazard when the straw was burned – adds insect resistance and hence value as a construction
material when it’s resold instead.
■ John Todd of Living Technologies in Burlington,
Vermont, has used biological Living Machines –
linked tanks of bacteria, algae, plants, and other organisms – to turn sewage into clean water. That not
only yields cleaner water at a reduced cost, with no
toxicity or odor, but it also produces commercially
valuable flowers and makes the plant compatible
with its residential neighborhood. A similar plant

duction processes more to biological ones. There is
evidence that many business leaders are starting to
think this way. The consulting firm Arthur D. Little
surveyed a group of North American and European
business leaders and found that 83% of them already believe that they can derive “real business
value [from implementing a] sustainable-development approach to strategy and operations.”

A Broken Compass?

If the road ahead is this clear, why are so many companies straying or falling by the wayside? We believe the reason is that the instruments companies
use to set their targets, measure their performance,
and hand out rewards are faulty. In other words, the
markets are full of distortions and perverse incentives. Of the more than 60 specific forms of misdirection that we have identified,3 the most obvious
involve the ways companies allocate capital and
the way governments set policy and impose taxes.
Merely correcting these defective practices would
uncover huge opportunities for profit.
Consider how companies make purchasing decisions. Decisions to buy small items are typically
based on their initial cost rather than their full lifecycle cost, a practice that can add up to major wastage. Distribution transformers that supply electricity to buildings and factories, for example, are a minor
item at just $320 apiece, and most companies try to
save a quick buck by buying the lowestprice models. Yet nearly all the nation’s
Many executives think they already “did”
electricity must flow through transformand using the cheaper but less efficient
efficiency in the s, but with today’s far better ers,
models wastes $1 billion a year. Such extechnologies, it’s profitable to start over again.
amples are legion. Equipping standard new
office-lighting circuits with fatter wire that
reduces electrical resistance could generate after-tax returns of 193% a year. Instead, wire as
at the Ethel M Chocolates factory in Las Vegas,
thin as the National Electrical Code permits is usuNevada, not only handles difficult industrial wastes
effectively but is showcased in its public tours.
ally selected because it costs less up-front. But the
Although such practices are still evolving, the
code is meant only to prevent fires from overheated
broad lessons they teach are clear. In almost all cliwiring, not to save money. Ironically, an electrician
mates, soils, and societies, working with nature is
who chooses fatter wire –thereby reducing long-term
more productive than working against it. Reinvestelectricity bills – doesn’t get the job. After paying for
ing in nature allows farmers, fishermen, and forest
the extra copper, he’s no longer the low bidder.
managers to match or exceed the high yields and
Some companies do consider more than just the
profits sustained by traditional input-intensive,
initial price in their purchasing decisions but still
chemically driven practices. Although much of
don’t go far enough. Most of them use a crude paymainstream business is still headed the other way,
back estimate rather than more accurate metrics like
the profitability of sustainable, nature-emulating
discounted cash flow. A few years ago, the median
practices is already being proven. In the future, many
simple payback these companies were demanding
industries that don’t now consider themselves defrom energy efficiency was 1.9 years. That’s equivpendent on a biological resource base will become
alent to requiring an after-tax return of around 71%
more so as they shift their raw materials and proper year –about six times the marginal cost of capital.
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Most companies also miss major opportunities
income – while subsidizing what we want less of –
by treating their facilities costs as an overhead to be
resource depletion and pollution. In every state but
minimized, typically by laying off engineers, rather
Oregon, regulated utilities are rewarded for selling
than as profit center to be optimized – by using
more energy, water, and other resources, and penalthose engineers to save resources. Deficient meaized for selling less, even if increased production
surement and accounting practices also prevent
would cost more than improved customer efficiency.
companies from allocating costs – and waste – with
In most of America’s arid western states, use-it-orany accuracy. For example, only a few semiconlose-it water laws encourage inefficient water conductor plants worldwide regularly and
accurately measure how much energy
In nearly every country on the planet, tax laws
they’re using to produce a unit of chilled
water or clean air for their clean-room
penalize jobs and income while subsidizing
production facilities. That makes it hard
resource depletion and pollution.
for them to improve efficiency. In fact, in
an effort to save time, semiconductor
makers frequently build new plants as exact copies of previous ones – a design method nicksumption. Additionally, in many towns, inefficient
named “infectious repetitis.”
use of land is enforced through outdated regulaMany executives pay too little attention to savtions, such as guidelines for ultrawide suburban
ing resources because they are often a small perstreets recommended by 1950s civil-defense plancentage of total costs (energy costs run to about 2%
ners to accommodate the heavy equipment needed
in most industries). But those resource savings drop
to clear up rubble after a nuclear attack.
straight to the bottom line and so represent a far
The costs of these perverse incentives are staggreater percentage of profits. Many executives also
gering: $300 billion in annual energy wasted in the
think they already “did” efficiency in the 1970s,
United States, and $1 trillion already misallocated
when the oil shock forced them to rethink old
to unnecessary air-conditioning equipment and the
habits. They’re forgetting that with today’s far betpower supplies to run it (about 40% of the nation’s
ter technologies, it’s profitable to start all over
peak electric load). Across the entire economy, unagain. Malden Mills, the Massachusetts maker of
needed expenditures to subsidize, encourage, and
such products as Polartec, was already using “effitry to remedy inefficiency and damage that should
cient” metal-halide lamps in the mid-1990s. But a
not have occurred in the first place probably acrecent warehouse retrofit reduced the energy used
count for most, if not all, of the GDP growth of the
for lighting by another 93%, improved visibility,
past two decades. Indeed, according to former
and paid for itself in 18 months.
World Bank economist Herman Daly and his colThe way people are rewarded often creates perleague John Cobb (along with many other analysts),
verse incentives. Architects and engineers, for exAmericans are hardly better off than they were in
ample, are traditionally compensated for what they
1980. But if the U.S. government and private indusspend, not for what they save. Even the striking
try could redirect the dollars currently earmarked
economics of the retrofit design for the Chicago
for remedial costs toward reinvestment in natural
office tower described earlier wasn’t incentive
and human capital, they could bring about a genenough actually to implement it. The property was
uine improvement in the nation’s welfare. Compacontrolled by a leasing agent who earned a commisnies, too, are finding that wasting resources also
sion every time she leased space, so she didn’t want
means wasting money and people. These interto wait the few extra months needed to refit the
twined forms of waste have equally intertwined sobuilding. Her decision to reject the efficiency-qualutions. Firing the unproductive tons, gallons, and
drupling renovation proved costly for both her and
kilowatt-hours often makes it possible to keep the
her client. The building was so uncomfortable and
people, who will have more and better work to do.
expensive to occupy that it didn’t lease, so ultimately the owner had to unload it at a firesale price.
Recognizing the Scarcity Shift
Moreover, the new owner will for the next 20 years
In the end, the real trouble with our economic
be deprived of the opportunity to save capital cost.
compass is that it points in exactly the wrong diIf corporate practices obscure the benefits of natrection. Most businesses are behaving as if people
ural capitalism, government policy positively unwere still scarce and nature still abundant – the
dermines it. In nearly every country on the planet,
conditions that helped to fuel the first Industrial
tax laws penalize what we want more of – jobs and
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Revolution. At that time, people were relatively
scarce compared with the present-day population.
The rapid mechanization of the textile industries
caused explosive economic growth that created labor shortages in the factory and the field. The Industrial Revolution, responding to those shortages
and mechanizing one industry after another, made
people a hundred times more productive than they
had ever been.
The logic of economizing on the scarcest resource, because it limits progress, remains correct.
But the pattern of scarcity is shifting: now people
aren’t scarce but nature is. This shows up first in
industries that depend directly on ecological health.
Here, production is increasingly constrained by fish
rather than by boats and nets, by forests rather than
by chain saws, by fertile topsoil rather than by
plows. Moreover, unlike the traditional factors of
industrial production – capital and labor – the biological limiting factors cannot be substituted for
one other. In the industrial system, we can easily
exchange machinery for labor. But no technology or
amount of money can substitute for a stable cli-
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mate and a productive biosphere. Even proper pricing can’t replace the priceless.
Natural capitalism addresses those problems by
reintegrating ecological with economic goals. Because it is both necessary and profitable, it will subsume traditional industrialism within a new economy and a new paradigm of production, just as
industrialism previously subsumed agrarianism.
The companies that first make the changes we have
described will have a competitive edge. Those that
don’t make that effort won’t be a problem because
ultimately they won’t be around. In making that
choice, as Henry Ford said, “Whether you believe
you can, or whether you believe you can’t, you’re
absolutely right.”
1. Our book, Natural Capitalism, provides hundreds of examples of how
companies of almost every type and size, often through modest shifts in
business logic and practice, have dramatically improved their bottom lines.
2. Nonproprietary details are posted at http://www.hypercar.com.
3. Summarized in the report “Climate: Making Sense and Making Money”
at http://www.rmi.org/catalog/climate.htm.
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